We comply with all Federal Copyright Laws.

Expanded Price Sheet Feb 2017

Mini Lab Printing

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THIS SERVICE

Develop and Print -35mm /APS/120/ 220 C-41 unprocessed film
35mm film Dev + 3.5x5 or 4x6 prints*

2 sets

Add jpeg CD

Add TIFF CD

24 exp

$13.40

$18.20

+$7.00

+$10.00

36 exp

$17.60

$24.80

+$7.00

+$10.00

120 Dev $6.00 Prints $0.35 each / 2nd set $0.20 each

+ $8.00

+$10.00

220 Dev $7.00 Prints $0.35 each / 2nd set $0.20

+ $8.00

+$10.00

APS film: Add $2.00 to 35mm pricing for 4x6 or 4x7 prints. Any panoramic prints $0.65 each.
*2nd roll to Jpeg CD $5.00 No additional rolls on 220 Jpeg CDs or TIFF CDs for any size film

Develop Only (per roll)

RUSH SERVICES AVAILABLE 50% additional

35mm $8.00 / APS $10.00 / 120 $8.00 / 220 $10.00

-All rolls are processed in a Fuji daylight film processor using Kodak chemistry by trained photo lab technicians.
-All mini lab prints are created using Noritsu QSS printing systems operated by trained photo lab technicians.
-Each image is color, density, and contrast adjusted and printed using Digital Ice technology to minimize scratches
and dust, for the best final print available from your original.
-35mm film is cut in strips of four unless requested uncut. Develop ONLY rolls are left uncut.
-120 and 220 film will be left uncut.
-Outdated and heat damaged film does shift in color and contrast. While we make every effort to give you the best
image possible, some color shifts cannot be corrected without more extensive digital correction using a program
like Photoshop. Please see our section regarding Photo Restoration for more detail on this option.
-Turnaround time for most Develop and Print orders brought in before Noon is 5PM the same day. Orders brought
in after Noon will be ready the next business day at Noon. Orders containing more than 7 rolls may require extra
time.
-Develop ONLY orders in before 3pm will be ready in 3 hours and left uncut. After 3pm, orders will be ready the
following business day at 11AM and left uncut.

Pro Proof Printing
5x5 or 5x7 prints are available at the time of processing. They are $0.90 per print for the first set and $0.45 per print for
additional sets.
35mm (5x7 prints)

24 exp

$26.60 / 36 exp

$37.40

120 (5x5 or 5x7 prints format based) 10 exp

$15.00 / 12 exp

$16.80 /

15 exp

$19.50

220 (5x5 or 5x7 prints format based) 20 exp

$25.00 / 24 exp

$28.60 /

30 exp

$34.00

Mini Lab Printing – Continued

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THIS SERVICE

PRINT ONLY from 35mm or 120 Film/ Color or Black & White*
*Scan fees apply for slides / prints / other film sizes

RUSH SERVICES AVAILABLE 50% additional

*cropping or special sizes add $2.00 / single cut 35mm negatives add $1.00
We can print from Compact Flash, SD, XD, Memory Stick, Smart Media, CD, DVD, Floppy, USB drive

-All mini lab prints are created using Noritsu QSS printing systems operated by trained photo lab technicians.
-We print on Kodak Royal Digital Photographic Paper and use only Kodak chemistry
-Color, contrast, and density are adjusted for the best final print available from your original. 4x6 test prints
available on request for enlargements.
-When printing from color negatives, Digital Ice technology is used to minimize the appearance of dust and
scratches on the film in the final print. ** Please note Black and White film as well as Kodachrome slide film cannot
be printed using Digital Ice due to the high silver content of these films.
-Turnaround time for most reprint and enlargement orders is the next business day at 5pm. Larger quantity orders
or orders requiring specialty scans may require extra time.
-Custom sizes are available for an additional $2.00 per image, per size. They will be printed on the next size up
standard print size and will not be trimmed. This allows for paper behind the matting when you go to the frame
shop. Paper cutters are available for customer use in both of our stores.

Scan fees (per image) for prints/negatives/slides*
Prints: up to 8x11 $2.00 per print/ Larger prints charged based on size. Please ask for a quote.
35mm Neg: if printing only no scan fee / to 18 MB digital file $1.00*
35mm slides: if printing only $1.00 / to 18 MB digital file $1.00*
120 unmounted negatives or slides: if printing only no scan fee/to 12-18 MB digital file** $2.00*
ANY OTHER SIZE MOUNTED SLIDE: $3.00* (this includes 126/ super slides/ 120 mounted)
Odd sized negatives or slides up to 4x5 $3.00* / Larger than 4x5 (up to 8x10) $10.00*
High Resolution file from any format: $10.00 per image TIFF files only 55MB*

*Add $7.00 for CD or
$15.00 for Data DVD
+Handling fee $5.00 per
album or tray
** actual file size varies
by 120 negative format

Mini Lab Printing – Continued

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THESE SERVICES

CD or Data DVD from Digital Media
CD $10.00 : holds 700 MB / add an index for $1.00 for every 40 images
Data DVD : holds 4 GB / add an index for $1.00 for every 40 images
CD Duplicates: $10.00 1st copy / $5.00 each additional copy
DVD Duplicates: $15.00 1st copy / $10.00 each additional copy
-All Digital transfers will include all items on the original media. File size, type and orientation will not be altered in
any way.
-Your order is completed using Nero burn software and are compatible with both PC and MAC systems.
-Turnaround time for digital transfer orders is next business day at 5pm.

Other Services Offered

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THESE SERVICES

8x12 Proof Sheets 35mm or 120 film —uncut film $8.00 / cut film $10.00 processing not included
220 film -- uncut film $9.00 / cut film $11.00 processing not included
-Film edges do not show in our proof sheets. Frame number is included within the image area.
-Turnaround time for proof sheets at the time of processing is the same as develop and print orders. Previously
processed film, cut or uncut, is next business day at 5pm. Larger quantities may require extra time

-Image Recovery $40.00 fee (non refundable –even if no files are recoverable) Final price based on card size —
2GB- $40.00/ 4GB-$60.00/ 8GB- $80.00/ 16GB-$120.00/ 32GB-$160.00/ 64GB- $200.00
-We will recover any files capable of recovery, however cannot guarantee specific files will be recovered.
-Many factors can cause a card failure, and not all files are able to be recovered.
-Any files recovered will be put on CDs or Data DVDs depending on the final volume recovered.
-Turnaround time for image recoveries is next business day at 5pm. Please note, larger capacity cards can
sometimes require more time.

Locket Sized Photo: $16.95/pair same image
-No scan fees apply to locket photos. You will receive multiple size variations to choose from. We do not trim
images to fit the locket.
-When choosing an image for locket photos, please keep in mind the shape of the locket. For example, a heart
shaped locket should not have detail where the heart dips in at the top or tapers to the middle at the bottom left
and right. A square image, unless cropped will not fill a rectangular locket.
-Turnaround time for locket photos is 3 business days at 5pm.

Custom Printing

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THIS SERVICE

PRINT ONLY from digital files Color or Black & White*
* Includes 10 minutes touch up time/additional time to be quoted
* Scan fees will apply for prints/negatives/slides

PLEASE NOTE: CANVAS PRINTS ARE NOT ON A STRETCHER OR MOUNTING MATERIAL

-Custom Printing is done in our Carson City store by a skilled large format technician.
-All paper and inks used are archival. Prints are created using a 44 inch Epson 9400 printer. Canvas prints are
coated for UV protection.
-Turnaround Time is approximately 7-10 days for orders dropped off in our Reno store. Orders brought to our
Carson City store may have faster turnaround times.
-Ten Minutes of Photoshop work is included in the price of your order. This time is generally used for color,
density and contrast adjustment for optimal printing on our equipment. Blemishes or small scratches may be
included or may require additional fees. More extensive clean up or repair is available through our Restoration
Service.
-Gallery wrap canvas prints are available with solid black or white on the sides. On request we can wrap the
edges of the image around the sides or mirror the edges around the sides. Remember that if you opt to wrap
the image it will be enlarged to include the wrap area. This will cause edge details to be turned for the wrap.
Be sure there is space around your subject to allow for this. Mirroring the image or solid color wrap will not
cause edge detail to be lost.

Photo Restoration

YES YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT APPLIES TO THIS SERVICE

-Services are provided by our partner provider and completed digitally.
-No work is done to your original image. Your original never leaves our store and will be returned to you in the
same condition we receive it.
-You will receive a CD with the restored image as well as ONE of the following print package options:
one 8x10 or 8x12 / OR / two 5x7 / OR / four 3.5x5 or 4x6.
-Larger print sizes are available at an additional charge. The included CD can be used to order future prints.
-A non-refundable quote fee of $10.00 is required for each image to be restored. This will be applied to the final
cost if the order is authorized. We cannot give you a quote at the counter. There is a minimum charge of $30.00
for any restoration order however the price can be as high as $300.00 and is determined by the restoration
company, based on the work requested and level of detail in the image.
-ANY order authorized is non-refundable and should be paid in full when the quote is authorized. This can be
done over the phone with a credit card or in the store. In most cases, if you are unsatisfied we can request a
rework from the restoration company at no additional charge to you, however if the redo work was not part of
the original order, there may be an additional fee.
-Please keep in mind that some detail not available in the original due to damage will need to be created by the
restoration artist and may not appear as you remember. If there is specific detail you want recreated and it is
available in another image, please bring that reference image when you drop off your order.
-Turnaround Time for the quote is 24-48 hours. We will call you with the amount at which point you can
authorize or cancel the order. We cannot authorize work without your verbal okay on any restoration. Once
authorized by you most orders are completed in a week, but more extensive repair may take longer.
-The final prints for your image will be done in our lab.

Video/Audio Transfer

NO YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT DOES NOT APPLY TO THIS SERVICE

From any reel movie film: $0.20 per foot. Add a onetime $20.00 fee for the transfer to DVD.
8mm and Super 8mm film: 1600 feet fit on one DVD. 16mm at 16fps 2700 OR at 24 fps 4200 feet fit on a DVD.
From any tape: $20.00 for every two hours of combined time. DVD included. If not combining, each tape is timed
individually. If your VHS tape needs repair there is an additional fee of $20.00. To convert from PAL to NTSC the
added fee is $35.00
2 hours on a DVD gives you the best quality from your original, however up to 8 hours can be put on one DVD. The
price for the first disc is based on time not the number of DVDs.
From slides, negatives, or prints: $1.25 per image. Add a onetime $20.00 fee for the transfer to DVD.
Up to 600 still images can fit on one DVD. Still images will be on the screen for approximately 8-10 seconds each
and have a dissolve transition between images. Once created, additional images cannot be added to the DVD.
From Digital Media: $35.00 for every 2 GB worth of video, or every 600 still images on the card. DVD included.
Please note some digital files expand when transferred. We will fit as much as we can on one DVD but larger files
may require more than one disc to complete. Each file not in the correct orientation will incur a $0.25 charge to
rotate.
AUDIO TRANSFER to CD is available from audio cassettes or record albums not commercially created. Up to 80
minutes: $20.00. Reel to reel recordings based on reel size: From $25.00 to $50.00.
Additional Copies at the time of transfer: $10.00 per DVD Audio CD $8.00 per disc.
-Services are provided by a local partner provider. Your originals do not stay in our store during production but will
be returned to you when you pick up your order.
-Our Partner is able to create your DVD from any of the following media: 8mm / Super 8mm / 16mm movie film,
VHS / VHSC / Mini DV / Video 8 / Hi 8 / Beta Cam / Beta Max / Umatic tapes as well as most digital formats. Digital
slide shows can be created from still digital images, slides, negatives, or prints.
-Music can be added to any order that does not already have sound. Upon request, original sound can be replaced
with music. If you have a specific song or songs you want, please bring those with you when ordering. You will
need to complete a music copyright override for the order to include specific songs.
-Titles can be added to the face of the DVD disc at no charge up to 45 characters in length. Please note, spaces and
punctuation marks should be counted in the character count. Titles can also be embedded in the video at the
beginning of the overall video as well as for chapter titles. All titles have a 45 character limit. Please note up to 15
chapter titles are done at no charge, each additional chapter title request will be billed at $0.50 per. One chapter
for each reel or tape/ or as indicated from still images.
-Please number any originals that need to be kept in order.
-Turnaround Time for video transfers varies but in general will be 10-14 days from the day it is picked up at our
store by the transfer service (Mondays and Thursdays prior to our store opening).
-COPYRIGHT LAWS APPLY TO VIDEO TRANSFER some commercially or professionally produced originals may not
be available for transfer without written permission from the copyright owner.

Outlab Services

NO YOUR CLUB DISCOUNT DOES NOT APPLY TO THESE SERVICES

SERVICESTO THI SERVICE
All film processed at our partner provider is developed using dip and dunk processor technology.
BW 35mm film Dev $9.99 w/4x6 Gloss prints

2 sets Add Stand. CD (Jpeg) 4.5 MB

Add Enhanced CD (Jpeg) 18.1 MB

24 exp

$25.15

$34.51

+$8.99

+$12.99

36 exp

$32.23

$46.27

+$8.99

+$12.99

120 Dev $9.99 Prints $1.00 each / 2nd set $0.70 each

N/A

+ $12.99 (same from E6)

220 Dev $14.99 Prints $1.00 each / 2nd set $0.70 each

N/A

+ $12.99 (same from E6)

4x5 sheet film: $4.99 per sheet (2 sheet minimum)

E6 35mm : uncut $13.99 / Mounted $15.99
120 $12.99 / 220 $19.99

4x5 Sheet Film: $4.99 per sheet (2 sheet minimum)

ANY BLANK ROLL ANY FILM TYPE $3.00
Leaving rolls uncut add $0.99
Push/Pull 1/4 stop increments $4.00 per roll
Matte Finish (not available from 126 or 110) add $3.00 per roll

Our outlab partner no longer accepts bulk
loaded film for developing. Any roll not in
a commercially manufactured cassette will
be returned unprocessed.

Infared Film add $4.00 per roll

C-41 110/126 prints are available in GLOSSY finish only
Develop negatives only: $10.99 per roll / Prints at time of processing: $0.79 each / Reprints: $1.99 (minimum order $3.00)
Add Standard CD at time of developing + $12.99 (does not include processing)

Turnaround Time for any of these services cannot be guaranteed but is generally about 14 days from shipping
date. We try to ship orders every Tuesday and Friday (must be submitted by 2pm to make the shipment).

Toy and Creative Camera Film Services
Toy and Creative Cameras Services are priced the same as standard services based on the film type with the
following additional fees:
Toy Camera, Sprocket Hole, or Pano Format

add $8.00 per roll

Cross Process/ Red Scale Film

add $3.00 per roll

Toy and Creative Includes: Mini Diana, Lomokino, Sprocket Rocket, Holga/Diana with 35mm back, Blackbird
Fly, or overlapped/double exposed images. Other camera types not listed may fall into this category.
Spinner 360 Camera Dev/CD/Prints*
prints

$36.95 per roll *total - must order CD to get time of processing

Standard Film sizes: 35mm full, half or pano - 120/220 645, 6x6, 6x7 or 6x9 unmounted

Odd / Old Film sizes: 110, 126,127, Stereo slides, 620, 720, mounted 120 ,
120 6x10 format or longer – and Large Format 4x5, 5x7, 8x10 or xrays

Developing unprocessed Disc Film, Kodachrome, C-22, Seattle Film Works and Movie Film: Please check with
our sales staff for suggestions to process these film types. We have checked the internet for services available
and have a list compiled. We do not have a partner provider for these films.

